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World Orienteering Day  A record breaking event
After having finalised the results, the total of participation in the first ever World Orienteering
Day stands at 252 927 participants at 2013 locations in 81 countries and territories.
Read more

worldorienteeringday.com

EUROPEAN ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS

EOC volunteering: Setting out controls
For Asaf Avner, it was a goal to take part in
European Championship in orienteering.
The athlete from Israel is also doing just
that, but not in the way he was thinking
some months ago.
Read more

European Trail Orienteering Champs:
Hard work behind home success
Pavel Kurfürst thought TrailO was very
difficult to understand the first time he tried
it. But he tried again and again, and now the
Czech athlete is a European Champion.
Read more

FOLLOW EOC LIVE IN IOF LIVECENTER
Wojciech Dwojak's many roles
Last year, Wojciech Dwojak retired from top
level orienteering, but during the last week
he has been involved in orienteering for
morning to late night, and the Pole also has
big challenges ahead. At the first round of
the World Cup, Wojciech was the Event
Director, and also the mapper for the
different competitions.
Read more

World Cup leader jerseys introduced
See an athlete whizz past wearing a yellow jersey? Must be the World Cup leader!
Read more

Good start for Benham and Foliforov
Round 1 of the 2016 MTB Orienteering World Cup has finished. Held in France, the event's
programme included two exciting individual stages  Long and Middle  and a tightly contested
Mixed Relay. At the beginning of a new season, Emily Benham and Anton Foliforov are the World
Cup leaders.
Read more

Beautiful orienteering in Albania
For the second year in a row, Austrian
orienteer Inge Bosnia organised a popular
three day international orienteering
competition in Albania, with the assistance
of Arlind Subashi. Pierre Almén was one of
the competitors, and he has provided us
with a report from the event.
Read more

MAJOR EVENTS COMING UP
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